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Friction element welding
in lightweight automotive manufacture

Picture 1: Friction element welding
from ARNOLD UMFORMTECHNIK
starts where conventional joining
processes used in the manufacture
of vehicle bodies reach their limits.
The joining process is distinctive for
its fastening performance in difficult
combinations of materials.
(Source: shutterstock-ID:
1271430178 | © Jimmy Yan)

As a result of the growing use of lightweight metals and various
high-performance steels the fastening technology industry faces
fresh challenges. It is an area in which friction element welding
is gaining increasing ground.

The manufacture of car bodies in
particular calls for more intensive use
of high-performance materials. While
this provides a better choice of materials and composites, the focus is now
on which fastening solution to use
– especially where aluminum and highstrength steel in strengths above 1000
MPa need to be joined together. One
method of joining these two materials
is friction element welding. ARNOLD
Umformtechnik GmbH & Co., based in
Forchtenberg in south-west Germany, is
making increasing use of this assembly

method for multi-material combinations. “With friction element welding,
we have expanded our product range
with the aim of offering our customers
services for every aspect of car body
construction – even joining lightweight
sheet-metal to high-strength steels,”
said Emanuel Heinle, who works in the
Research and Development - Fastening
Systems Department at Arnold Umformtechnik. He joined the company in
2016 and is a friction element welding
specialist.
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„With friction element welding, we have expanded
our product range with the aim of offering our
customers services for every aspect of car body
construction – even joining lightweight sheetmetal to high-strength steels.“
Emanuel Heinle, Research & Development Fastening Systems,
ARNOLD UMFORMTECHNIK

Firmly bonded joints provide
top fastening performance
The friction element welding process
uses an element to join an aluminum
sheet to high-strength sheet steel, as
one example. The method uses the
frictional heat that develops from the
friction between the welding element
and the high-strength steel.
The process consists of four steps. In
the first step, the hold-down device
is positioned onto the component,
pressing the two metals together. The
tip of the element is positioned on the
aluminum cover sheet. The second step
consists of penetrating this sheet. The
fastener is applied at a set rotational
speed and axial force, thus penetrating
the aluminum cover sheet. The sheet
becomes hot and softens. At the same
time, the fastener displaces the cover
sheet against the direction of assembly.

Once the fastener has c ompletely
penetrated the cover sheet and
made contact with the high-strength
steel, the third stage can begin - the
friction. The surface of the sheet steel
is mechanically cleaned and the friction
heats up the welding area. The sheet
steel and the fastener both soften at
this point. And as a result, the fastener
is shortened. Once it has sufficiently
shortened, the last stage of the process
begins – upsetting. The rotational
speed is reduced to zero and the
welding area is upset with high axial
force while it cools down. The sheet
steel and the fastener form a firmly
bonded friction weld connection and
the cover sheet is fastened in a positive
and load-carrying connection between
the steel sheet and the head of the
fastening element.

“The biggest unique selling point for
friction element welding is that the
method can be used for high-strength
sheet metals over 1000 MPa in strength.
Few solutions in vehicle m
 anufacturing
can be used overall to join high-strength
steel and an aluminum sheet,” Heinle
said. In terms of steel material, there is
no strength limit. All that is necessary,
depending on the thickness of the
sheet, is to make sure that the materials
can soften reliably during the friction
process. According to Heinle accessibility from both sides is also required.
Since the direction of assembly is always
from aluminum to steel, the fastener
must be applied from the aluminum
side. “In principle, the method is suitable for joining lightweight metals to
high-strength steel. There’s no need to
pre-form holes, and the method produces a very high-strength fastening,”
said Heinle, summarizing the benefits.
.
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Picture 2: Arnold Umformtechnik
has developed a proprietary fastener
for friction element welding,
distinctive for its engineering design
characteristics.
(Source: ARNOLD UMFORMTECHNIK)

Application for components
with high crash-critical
requirements
Friction element welding is a ppropriate
for example in the production of car
components such as the passenger
compartment, which would suffer
enormous stress in a crash situation,
and the components used must therefore be guaranteed high-strength.
The joint always consists of a base or
foundation sheet consisting of highstrength steel, with a cover sheet of
aluminum or other lightweight metal
material. The process can be used for
high-strength steels such as hot-formed
22MnB5 steel. The sheet thickness for
the base sheet can range from approxi
mately 0.80 mm to 2.00 mm, and the
aluminum sheet can be between 1.00
and 3.00 mm thick
.

The geometry of a fastener
creates a reliable process
Arnold Umformtechnik, working with
BMW, has developed a proprietary
fastener for friction element welding.
It is distinctive for several engineering
design characteristics:
• The drive is designed to ensure that
axial force and rotational speed can
be optimally transferred.
• The element’s flange ensures that the
head setting offers very little opportunity for corrosion to get a grip.

• The head undercut enables space
for the material rising from the cover
sheet, which means that the head
contacts the sheet.
• The shaft has sufficient material to
penetrate the cover sheet and, with
the friction, to generate a welded
joint.
• The tip geometry is characterized
by its wave-like indentations that
create the necessary stability during
the process, while also reducing the
necessary axial force.
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04 | Compression
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Picture 3: The process consists of
four steps. Positioning the fastener,
penetrating the sheet-metal, friction
and upsetting.
(Source: ARNOLD UMFORMTECHNIK)

System technology
tailored to the process
The technology designed especially
for this process has been developed
by Harms & Wende GmbH & Co. KG
of Hamburg, in collaboration with
BMW. Collaborative work between
Arnold Umformtechnik and Harms &
Wende resulted in the two companies
now jointly marketing this technology
system. For the fastenings specialist

from Forchtenberg this collaborative
work also means that they can offer a
complete system to their customers,
including service.
The system itself consists of a feeder
unit, a joining unit and the control
cabinet. The system is distinctive from
its competitors in that there is a greater
range of assembly parameters. These
include the down-holding force, the axial force and the rotational speed; thus,

the down-holding force range is up to a
maximum of 4.00 kN, the axial force up
to 10.00 kN, and the rotational speed
up to 25,000 rpm.
The joints can be checked using both
destructive and non-destructive inspec
tion techniques. A chisel test with a
forked chisel is a quick method, followed
by an evaluation of the fracture pattern.
Tensile shear tests and cross tension
tests are used to determine strength.
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And it is possible to visualize the
welding spot as a significant analysis
criterion on the metallographic microsection by etching its surface.

Specific customer projects
are witness to the advantages
The first projects carried out by
customers using this method indicate
that friction welding has its place in
automotive lightweight construction.
The process will be used in series
production for the first time at BMW in
2021. What’s more, other automotive
manufacturers and suppliers are also
interested in the technology.
This method offers a multitude of
advantages for Arnold Umformtechnik
customers. The material combination
meets the high stability and fastening
strength requirements in car body
constructions. There is no need for
any preparatory steps such as decoating, cleaning or pre-drilling holes. The
chipless process can also be used with
narrow flange widths. Moreover, the

friction element welding process stands
out for its short cycle times, an uncomplicated assembly program and the
wide range of the process window.
With this friction element welding tech
nology, Arnold Umformtechnik has
expanded its range of fastening solutions
for complex joining applications. Arnold
Umformtechnik maintains a global presence in Europe, Asia and America so
that customers throughout the world
can benefit from this assembly process
Copy: Annedore Bose-Munde

Picture 4: The system consists of a
feeder unit, a joining unit and the
control cabinet. Variable parameters
are the down-holding force, the axial
force, and the rotational speed.
(Source: ARNOLD UMFORMTECHNIK)
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ARNOLD — internationally the name stands for innovative fastening technology
at the highest level. With a foundation of many years of expertise in the
production of intelligent fastening systems and very complex extruded parts,
over a number of years the ARNOLD GROUP has developed into a comprehensive
supplier and development partner for complex fastening systems. With
our new positioning of “BlueFastening Systems” this development will now
continue under a unified and harmonized structure. Engineering, fasteners
and functional parts, along with feeder systems and processing technology, all
from a single source, form a unique combination of experience and expertise —
efficient, sustained and international. Since 1994 ARNOLD has been part of the
Würth Group.
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